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Summary:

On a shakedown cruise the Orion encounters a very pretty nebula. The FCO annoys everyone, the new EO is a mess, and the CEO shows teeth. And a temporal loop messed up the logs. Doesn't everyone just love time travel?

Crew:

Shellie as CO Capt. Jorgaenson
Hank as CTO Lt. Cmdr. McRae
Lena as CEO LtCmdr. Wagner
Nick as FCO Ens. Ranahi
Matt as OPS Ens.Korlak
Greg as EO Ens. Walsch


Ian as AGM Quchant


Absent:

Renee as CIV Ens. Hannah
Gunther as CNS LtJG. Jordain
Jay as CMO Lt JG. Kymar
Kate as CSO Cmdr. Lance



Host Quchant says:
Last time on Star Trek: A Call To Duty: USS Orion...The ship was badly damaged in a battle and repairs have been made. The shakedown from these repairs is about to be launched

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>..

CO_Jorgaenson says:
::sitting in CO chair::

CTO_McRae says:
::prepares to put the Orion through its paces::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion is in dock in Starbase 231 prepping for departure

OPS_Korlak says:
::sitting at OPS::

CEO_Wagner says:
::has come back aboard only a few minutes ago::

OPS_Korlak says:
::checking his board to ensure the ship is ready to leave::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The blinky light [tm] on the communications board starts to blink

CTO_McRae says:
::walks over to TAC 1 and checks to see if the station weasels changed his console settings::

CEO_Wagner says:
::steps into a TL and looks around, smiling::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the station weasels did indeed

FCO_Ranahi says:
::sat at the helm, checking all systems::

CEO_Wagner says:
::arrives on the bridge and steps out of the TL::

CTO_McRae says:
::accesses his personal computer and downloads the console settings. locks them in and sets up a virus that will attack the station computers if any station weasels ever change them again::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The blinky light [tm] on the communications board starts to blink AGAIN

CEO_Wagner says:
::smiles widely:: Self: Finally, home.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::wonders if the Klingon will, in fact, answer the message, as it is his job::

CEO_Wagner says:
::wonders if she should take over OPS instead of that incompetent Klingon::

OPS_Korlak says:
::presses the button, unfamiliar with this new console::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The station OPS comes on the screen

CEO_Wagner says:
::walks up to the CTO::

Host Quchant says:
<SB OPS> COMM: Orion: Captain... ready for departure?

OPS_Korlak says:
::hopes he pressed the right one, and didn't shut down the warp core like he did in the simulator::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::leans over to the Klingon:: OPS: Maybe you want to get that a little sooner next time? ::smiles, sarcastically::

CEO_Wagner says:
::smiles warmly:: CTO: Hello, Commander.

OPS_Korlak says:
FCO: I...er.. that is... um... ::smiles, showing a nervous set of sharp teeth::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: A small window appears on the OPS console informing him that indeed this time he did not eject the core

CTO_McRae says:
::notes that the FCO is a real pain in the neck. schedules some combat training for him::

OPS_Korlak says:
::notices the window, and sighs in relief::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::shakes his head disapprovingly, and turns back to his console:: Self: Klingons...

CTO_McRae says:
CEO: Hello to you Commander. Am I supposed to salute in these situations?

CEO_Wagner says:
::sotto vocce:: CTO: Better take the call, instead

OPS_Korlak says:
::will be writing to command to find out exactly why he's suddenly assigned to OPS, but more about that in his next log :) ::

CTO_McRae says:
*SB OPS* We're on our way.

CEO_Wagner says:
::wonders why someone as obviously clueless as the Klingon has been assigned to OPS::

CTO_McRae says:
FCO: Take her out. And don't scratch her up.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Captain is still in the RR and the SB OPS didn't notice

FCO_Ranahi says:
CTO: Aye, sir. ::maneuvers the Orion out of the Starbase::

Host Quchant says:
<SB OPS> COMM: Orion: Commander McRae...the captain not around?

OPS_Korlak says:
::sends a buzz to the RR in case the captain fell asleep::

CTO_McRae says:
*SB OPS* She's busy right now.

Host Quchant says:
<SB OPS> COMM: Orion: Ok... well safe sailing...::closes Comm::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion shakily maneuvers out of the SB docking doors and out into space

CEO_Wagner says:
::smiles at the CTO:: CTO: No salute... it feels strange to be the same rank as you. How have you been?

CTO_McRae says:
FCO: Next time try to take her out smoothly. If you need some help, I'll be happy to teach you how to fly.

CTO_McRae says:
CEO: I've been on the Orion. You know what that's like.

CEO_Wagner says:
CTO: Slightly crazy?

OPS_Korlak says:
::engages Cruise mode::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CTO: Maybe there's something wrong with the engines. Ever think of that, sir? ::says the sir very sarcastically::

CEO_Wagner says:
::turns to the FCO:: FCO: You were saying... Ensign?

OPS_Korlak says:
::REB at the bridge discussion, and continues doing his job, or what he can work out of it::

CTO_McRae says:
::pulls up the most recent engine diagnostic:: FCO: There's nothing wrong with the engines. And I suggest you change your tone or end up in the brig.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CEO: That I don't fly shakily. Got a problem with that?

CTO_McRae says:
CEO: Slightly would be the understatement of the year.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion makes another orbit of SB231

CEO_Wagner says:
FCO: You better not comment on my engines..! ::quietly:: CTO: Gods, that feels weird, I just spoke like Mike.

CTO_McRae says:
*CO* Captain, where would you like to go today?

CO_Jorgaenson says:
::exits RR::

CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: May I ask if we are going to exit this solar system before the next century is up? ::said rather sarcastically::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: May I ask if you're going to provide me with some co-ordinates so I can do what you telepathically expect me to do?

OPS_Korlak says:
::REB further, if that is possible::

CEO_Wagner says:
FCO: You better watch your language, mister.

CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Your coordinates are on your briefing Mr. Ranahi, did you read it?

CTO_McRae says:
CO: Excuse me sir, I think our FCO needs some brig time to think about his last few comments.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CEO: You'd better watch your engines, Commander...::keeps an eye on his console the whole time::

CTO_McRae says:
::locks transporter on to FCO and prepares to put him in the brig::

CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Now, now, lets not be hasty, he just mis-spoke, isn't that right ensign? ::grin::

CEO_Wagner says:
::REB:: FCO: Now... is that a tone to be used on a superior officer? ::calmly::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Don't actually remember getting a briefing, sir. Maybe you asked Commander McRae to do it...::not looking at her::

CTO_McRae says:
CO: No, I think that he definitely needs to be locked up in a dark room.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CEO: Only when her engines are making me fly shakily...

CTO_McRae says:
::decides that the transporter won't be satisfying enough and prepares to physically throw the FCO in the brig, personally::

CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Lets start this over before we both say something we regret. 213 Mark 23, warp four please Now would be nice

CEO_Wagner says:
::walks down to the Con:: FCO: Now, please show me just what is wrong with my engines

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: I can slave Flight Control here if you need me to.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CEO: I can't. I'm not the engineer...

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Thank you, Captain...::plots in the course::

CTO_McRae says:
::really, really wants to beat the snot out of the FCO::

CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: That is not necessary, lets give Mr. Ranahi another chance to redeem himself before I let you tear off limbs ::smiles::

CEO_Wagner says:
::feels like slapping the FCO:: FCO: Then, please, show me where exactly my engines failed to respond to your commands

CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: See I knew we could get along just fine ::grins::

OPS_Korlak says:
::really, really wishes someone would beat the snot out of the FCO, and at times like this regrets pacifism::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CEO: If you'll excuse me, I have a ship to fly?

CTO_McRae says:
::checks the duty rosters and makes sure the FCO's next five duty shifts are in sewage clean up::

CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Next time I have to repeat myself to you however, I think Mr. Wagner will need some assistance in the sewage processing area

CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Ahem, now that you have plotted it, do you think perhaps you might leave?

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Then maybe she could ask one of her technicians - that's what they're here for...

CEO_Wagner says:
::smiles briefly at the CO:: FCO: I'm a superior officer, and the CEO, there is no emergency, and I just replied to your complaint. Now. ::icily:: Tell me what you think is wrong with the engines.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: On your command, captain. Or am I entitled to just go when I want to?

CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: I already told you to engage after you plotted the course, do you need a pretty please?

FCO_Ranahi says:
::grimly:: CO: Engaging

FCO_Ranahi says:
::does so::

CO_Jorgaenson says:
::her pleasant mood of the day is slowly evaporating::

CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: Mr. Wagner, the engines sound fine, as usual your fine work on the engines is apparent

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion FINALLY bends space and rubber band snaps into warp

FCO_Ranahi says:
CEO: Well, ::checks his console:: Apparently nothing...Looks like I was shaky after all...silly me.

CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Thank you for your assistance, you can re-seat yourself at your console. If any bad guys appear I will let you know

CEO_Wagner says:
::smiles warmly at the CO:: CO: Captain, it sounded like Mister Ranahi just filed a fault report. I think I should look into this, since there are no other pressing matters.

OPS_Korlak says:
::remembers this window:: 

CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: er never mind, you are still seated. Thank you for your assistance on my behalf.

CTO_McRae says:
::stands at TAC 1 and looks for stuff to blow up::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: several hours later everyone has calmed down a little and the Orion nears it's destination::

OPS_Korlak says:
CEO: If you wish I can enter it into my new fault reporting database. It uses a recursive method to send the fault report back to the originator three days later.

CEO_Wagner says:
::at ENG::

CEO_Wagner says:
::bares her teeth at the OPS:: 

FCO_Ranahi says:
::at FCO, a little less sour now::

CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Now that we are out a ways, slow down please.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Aye, sir, what speed?

OPS_Korlak says:
::knows what baring those teeth would mean on his home world, and blushes::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the blinky light [tm] on the communications console starts to blink again as an apparent test of the new OPS officers skills

CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Would you like some target practice? We should test our newly calibrated weaponry

CTO_McRae says:
::still looking for something, anything, that he can blow up::

CEO_Wagner says:
::excited:: CO: Anything I could do, sir?

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Incoming communication.

CO_Jorgaenson says:
Self: And that way maybe we will relieve some stress and the CTO won't blow up the crew::

CTO_McRae says:
CO: Yes. Definitely.

CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Coordinate your targeting with the FCO.

CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: impulse only for now

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Would you like this on screen or on your private console?

CTO_McRae says:
::accesses weapons systems and targeting computer. starts to find little random asteroids to destroy.::

CEO_Wagner says:
::mutters:: Self: Can we shoot the FCO instead?

CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Main viewer

OPS_Korlak says:
::puts the Comms on screen::

FCO_Ranahi says:
FCO: Slowing to impulse power, sir.

CTO_McRae says:
FCO: Just stop talking to yourself.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the UFP logo appears on the screen and the text at the bottom says For Captain's Eyes Only...enter authorization code

FCO_Ranahi says:
CTO: Um, sorry, Commander.

CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: ::sigh:: Transfer to my viewer please

OPS_Korlak says:
::transfers to the captain's console::

CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Commence whenever you feel ready to blow something out of the sky

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: We could beam the FCO out there if it helps.

CTO_McRae says:
FCO: I'm sending you my targets. get me in range. I've set the computer up to run some simulations of phaser and torpedo fire.

CEO_Wagner says:
CTO: Seeing as you're my superior officer... can I do anything? This is fun.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CTO: Aye, sir. ::does so::

CTO_McRae says:
FCO: Let me be more specific. The computer is going to simulate the asteroids firing at us. Try not to get us killed.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: It seems we are going to do some warp target practice. Warp factor three, course 809 mark 2. Engage

CTO_McRae says:
::fires first volley at asteroids::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::plots the course:: CO: Aye, sir. ::engages engines::

CEO_Wagner says:
::blinks:: CO: Warp target, sir?

FCO_Ranahi says:
CTO: Isn't that your job?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: Why don't you help the FCO plan targets

CTO_McRae says:
::ship goes into warp before he can see the torpedoes hit::

CEO_Wagner says:
::smiles sweetly:: CO: My pleasure, sir.

CEO_Wagner says:
::walks back down to the con and *smiles* (32 teeth and counting) at the FCO::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Telemetry on the torp indicate a direct hit

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: We are headed for the ItssoPretty Nebula, let me know when we arrive

CTO_McRae says:
::uses long range scanners to see what happened. notes that three asteroids were demolished::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Aye, sir.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: several hours later the munitions tests over with successfully the Orion draws close to the...::sighs:: Itssopretty nebula

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Now approaching the Itssopretty nebula, Captain. Self: Nice name...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Wowwwwwwwwwwwww, its soooo pretty...

CEO_Wagner says:
::blinks::

CTO_McRae says:
::wonders how that butt ugly nebula got its name::

CEO_Wagner says:
::wonders what the CO is on::

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Actually it's Ich'schTOp'ritti, named by the Alcranian colonists who were first in this area.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: suddenly an arm, wisp whatever of the nebula envelops the Orion

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::thinks the CEO wants some::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: several alerts go off...shields hold at 13% weapons offline

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Red alert!

Host Quchant (Alert.wav)

CEO_Wagner says:
All: What the devil??

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: All hands to emergency stations

FCO_Ranahi says:
::tries to keep the ship in position::

CTO_McRae says:
OPS: Get me more power to shields.

OPS_Korlak says:
CTO: Working, sir.

CEO_Wagner says:
CO: Do you want me down in ME or here?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: Hmmmm

CEO_Wagner says:
::mutters:: Good answer

OPS_Korlak says:
::diverts power from sickbay, after checking that nobody is on life support down there on in an operation or anything::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: ME would probably be better

CTO_McRae says:
::accesses weapon power and diverts some to shields until the CEO can get the weapons online::

CEO_Wagner says:
CO: Aye.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the science board alarms indicate something of importance when someone decides to look at them...that saying the CSO is ill in her quarters right now

CEO_Wagner says:
::runs to the TL::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Scans

CTO_McRae says:
CEO: I need weapons back online. We're sitting ducks right now.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Slave SCI

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Aye, sir. ;:slaves science to OPS, and runs a scan::

CEO_Wagner says:
CTO: ::before TL doors close:: Give me five minutes

CTO_McRae says:
*CEO* Thanks.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Report!

CEO_Wagner says:
::arrives in ME and runs to a station::

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: The ship is being bombarded with chroniton particles...there is an area of subspace opening up...10 meters off the front of the ship

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Get us out of here!

CTO_McRae says:
:;continues finding places like stellar cartography where he can steal power for the shields.::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Do we have shields yet?

OPS_Korlak says:
::throws all available propulsion power to the fore thrusters, causing a cut in forward acceleration::

CTO_McRae says:
CO: We've got shields, they're just very weak right now. Hopefully that will change after the FCO backs us out of the nebula.

CEO_Wagner says:
*CO/CTO* We are losing power, the dilithium is disintegrating!

EO_Walsch says:
::running along the corridor, completely in a mess::

CTO_McRae says:
::thinks:: Sweet. Disintegrating dilithium is great.

CEO_Wagner says:
*EO* Ensign Walsch, I need you in ME!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Main Computer goes offline

EO_Walsch says:
::runs 'round the corner, and arrives in main engineering:: Self: Great...my first day and I'm late ::looking around for the Chief::

OPS_Korlak says:
::reaches over the FCO and throws the ship into reverse, will argue about protocol after the disaster::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Self: ::many words that are not said in polite company::

CEO_Wagner says:
*bridge* Powering the core down!

CTO_McRae says:
::realizes the FCO isn't going to get them out and slaves helm::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::suddenly finds out that he can't do anything with his console::

CTO_McRae says:
::pulls out of the nebula as quickly as possible::

CEO_Wagner says:
EO: Where the DEVIL have you been??

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion emerges from the nebula on impulse power

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Evasives now would be nice!

EO_Walsch says:
::cowering:: CEO: I'm sorry sir, it won't happen again

CEO_Wagner says:
*CO* Sir, the core is out.

CTO_McRae says:
CO: I had to take over his station after he froze. Should I give it back to him now?

OPS_Korlak says:
::hears the CEO's message and hopes he didn't hit *that* button again::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: How long till you can replace the crystals safely?

CEO_Wagner says:
EO: Never mind that, I need you to devise a way to screen the core from the chroniton particles, they are destroying the dilithium!

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: It would help if I had my console, Captain. CTO: Get us out of here!

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Yes

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The tactical console indicates a course update

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: You will get your chance in a minute, freeze again and I am relieving you of duty

EO_Walsch says:
::nods:: CEO: Right! Screen the core! Uhhhhhh...

Host Quchant says:
<Hint: Look at the TAC console>

CTO_McRae says:
FCO: Would you like to rephrase that. By the way, you're console is yours again.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CTO: Thank you. Engaging engines::

CTO_McRae says:
::looks at the course update on the TAC console::

CEO_Wagner says:
*CO* Captain, this wouldn't be of any use. I have EO Walsch finding a way to screen the core from the chronitons

FCO_Ranahi says:
::tries to get the Orion out of the nebula::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO* Ah I see, it would just degrade the new crystals as well

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Back us off to a safe distance

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Scans

CEO_Wagner says:
*CO* :.sighs:: YES, sir. ::doh::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Dilithium reforms itself...and the core diagnostics pick this up and indicate so on the engineering pool table

CTO_McRae says:
CO: The console says we're nearing the Itssopretty nebula again. I could have sworn we were already out of it.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::backs the Orion off a little::

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::performs more scans on the general area::

CEO_Wagner says:
*CO* We have some power, but I cannot guarantee that it stays that way

CEO_Wagner says:
*CTO* Quick, shields or weapons?

CEO_Wagner says:
::transfers power to the engines::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Evidently we aren't far enough away

CTO_McRae says:
*CEO* Shields.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO* All power to the engines, now

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: I'll move us out a little further, sir.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Get us the BLEEP out of here

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The environmental control to Deck 1 fail. Doors are sealed. oxygen is being pumped out...eventually everyone passes out. Same goes for Engineering

CEO_Wagner says:
::transfers most to the engines and some to the shields::

OPS_Korlak says:
::Assists engineering with the power re-routing::

CTO_McRae says:
*CEO* Oh, and weapons.

CEO_Wagner says:
*CEO* Engines, and that's final.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::passes out::

EO_Walsch says:
::suddenly collapses unconscious as the oxygen is removed:: Self: Uhhhhh...

CEO_Wagner says:
::transfers everything to the weapons::

CEO_Wagner says:
::falls over in slow motion::

CTO_McRae says:
::reaches under console for oxygen tank he stored there for this kind of situation::

OPS_Korlak says:
::holds on a little longer, but finally collapses, head-butting the OPS console::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::gambles that deck one is the bridge and passes out::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CTO passes out before he gets any oxygen

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: time passes and the crew wake up on the deck.

OPS_Korlak says:
::groans::

CEO_Wagner says:
Self: Urgh

CTO_McRae says:
::wakes up with a splitting headache and pulls himself to the TAC console. runs full tactical scan of the area::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::slowly wakes up, and looks around him::

EO_Walsch says:
::slowly wakens::

OPS_Korlak says:
::wakes up with a split head, and a purple mess on his board::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: A message is being displayed on the main viewer...after a few moments people's vision clears

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::sighs:: Self: Ouch

CTO_McRae says:
::shakes his head to clear his vision. it just makes his headache worse::

OPS_Korlak says:
::presses the button to make this console fall away into the floor and be replaced by another::

EO_Walsch says:
CEO: Wha...what was that?

FCO_Ranahi says:
::tries to overcome his grogginess::

CTO_McRae says:
::looks at the main viewer and blinks repeatedly::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Report please... ::glances again:: Never mind, report to Sickbay instead

CEO_Wagner says:
EO: ::shrugs:: I think you should find that out.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Slave your console to OPS and SCI

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the message on the viewer ...UFP logo...and text at the bottom that says For Captain's Eyes Only...

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: I'm fine, captain. Its only a flesh wound.

CTO_McRae says:
CO: yes sir.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Report to Sickbay, that's an order

FCO_Ranahi says:
::slaves OPS:: CO: Captain, I already have OPS. You should read that message.

CEO_Wagner says:
<MO Rincewind> ::arrives on the bridge::

CTO_McRae says:
::slaves OPS and SCI and starts to go over the SCI scans of the nebula::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Transfer it to my console

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Yes, sir. ::gets up, dejected::

OPS_Korlak says:
::notices the thin man with the scraggly beard::

CEO_Wagner says:
<MO Rincewind> ::runs around distributing hypos... hopefully the right ones::

CTO_McRae says:
::transfers the message to the CO's console::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Self: What the!!!!!!!!

EO_Walsch says:
*CO* Sir...what's going on sir?

CTO_McRae says:
FCO: I took OPS away from you. I need all three right now.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: We have a problem. It seems we have gone back one day in time. These are the same sealed orders

FCO_Ranahi says:
CTO: Yes, sir.

OPS_Korlak says:
::Creeps past the MO towards the TL, in the hope of making it to sickbay and being treated by someone else::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*EO* When I know I will let you know

CEO_Wagner says:
<MO Rincewind> ::catches the OPS by the collar and gives him a hypo::

EO_Walsch says:
CEO: She doesn't know.

CTO_McRae says:
::notes that the logs for the last 24 hours are missing::

OPS_Korlak says:
urg...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: I hate time travel

CEO_Wagner says:
::slaps forehead:: EO: Do the words "system logs" have any significance for you?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the ship is in the same condition as it was 24 hours ago...the only things that know that anything has changed is the crew

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Yeoman Caffeine: Bring me a cup of tea please. I can't drink anything stronger on duty ::sigh::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
<Yeoman Caffeine>: Yes sir

EO_Walsch says:
::whimpers:: CEO: Sorry sir.

OPS_Korlak says:
MO: Does this mean I'm fit for duty now?

EO_Walsch says:
::tries to access system logs::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO* What do your logs show?

CTO_McRae says:
::replicates some aspirin and strong coffee::

CEO_Wagner says:
<MO Rincewind> OPS: Er... I think there should be no side-effects... I think

FCO_Ranahi says:
::deals with the headache and tries to plot the Orion's position::

CTO_McRae says:
CO: Well, at least we know something to watch out for when we get to whatever nebula that is.

CEO_Wagner says:
*CO* Sir, no logs whatsoever... I'll let EO Walsch deal with it, ask her

EO_Walsch says:
::Frowns:: CEO: Sir...with all due respect, you haven't been keeping very up to date system logs...

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: any logs accessed, will show everything as it was 24 hours before the nebula event

CEO_Wagner says:
EO: ::smiles sweetly:: Want to tell that to the Captain?

EO_Walsch says:
CEO: We're missing all the ones from the past 24 hours. If you have them on a PADD, I can upload them into the database?

OPS_Korlak says:
MO: I see. Have you considered another profession, perhaps?

CEO_Wagner says:
<MO Rincewind> ::gives the CTO a hypo::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: ANY logs accessed, will show everything as it was 24 hours before the nebula event

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Captain, we're right where we were when we started the target practice

CTO_McRae says:
::gives the hypo back to the MO:: MO: Give it to someone who needs it.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: note...I said ANY in big letters ..in much the same way Death talks

CEO_Wagner says:
<MO Rincewind> OPS: Well... you see, I was studying to become a ::muttermuttermutter::

CEO_Wagner says:
<MO Luggage> ::arrives in ME::

CEO_Wagner says:
<MO Luggage> ::looks around and goes off looking for Rincewind::

OPS_Korlak says:
::tries to work out what species MO Luggage is, to have all those legs::

CTO_McRae says:
::thinks of everything that happened::

CEO_Wagner says:
<MO Luggage> ::looks at OPS and shows teeth::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CTO: Is it possible that this is due to the nebula?

EO_Walsch says:
CEO: Sir what do you think we should do?

OPS_Korlak says:
::shows his, too, and returns to his console::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: I am still waiting for answers

CEO_Wagner says:
EO: Okay, what do you know about chronitons?

OPS_Korlak says:
::unslaves it::

CEO_Wagner says:
::wishes CSO Lance were here::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::wishes anyone but her were here::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Lance is sick in her quarters

OPS_Korlak says:
::wishes an alternate crew were here::

CTO_McRae says:
CO: Right before we went unconscious I got a message that we were nearing the nebula. What if that first thing wasn't the nebula. Seems a bit farfetched, but...

EO_Walsch says:
CEO: They're harmless to humanoid life. And time travel...

CEO_Wagner says:
EO: They are harmless to time travel?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Elaborate

FCO_Ranahi says:
OPS: Didn't you say you picked up on chroniton particles before we lost shields?

EO_Walsch says:
::shakes head:: CEO: No, no ,sir, I mean they can be -used- in time travel.

OPS_Korlak says:
FCO: Yes, that is true. 

EO_Walsch says:
::slowly realizes something:: CEO: So...if they interacted with the warp core in the right way...

FCO_Ranahi says:
OPS: Don't they have something to do with time travel?

CTO_McRae says:
CO: well, we were moving away from the nebula and the computer said we were nearing it. Either the computer was having one of its episodes, or that wasn't the real nebula we were leaving.

CEO_Wagner says:
EO: Yes, yes... I want you to go to the bridge and work with Commander McRae and Ensign Korlak to sort this mess out, since Commander Lance is sick.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Hmmmmmmm

OPS_Korlak says:
FCO: I wouldn't know, I'm an Operations Manager, not a Scientist.

Host Quchant says:
<edit...insert dramatic music here>

EO_Walsch says:
::nods:: CEO: Aye sir!

EO_Walsch says:
::walks out into a turbolift:: TL: Deck 1 bridge.

FCO_Ranahi says:
CTO: Doesn't chroniton particles have something to do with time travel?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders where that music is coming from::

CEO_Wagner says:
*CO* I'm sending you my EO, she has a few ideas.

OPS_Korlak says:
::wishes he hadn't had that accident that affected his memory and wiped out all his science knowledge while they were on the starbase::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Does someone in here have music playing? Every time something weird happens I hear this music!

OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Perhaps you should get the CEO to check the ships intercom system?

EO_Walsch says:
::arrives on the bridge, and steps out:: Self: This doesn't look like an Ambassador class bridge...

CTO_McRae says:
CO: Maybe you should get that checked out sir.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Why, are messages not getting through?

EO_Walsch says:
::shrugs and walks down out of the TL vestibule::

OPS_Korlak says:
::has an overwhelming desire to say "ook", for some reason...::

CEO_Wagner says:
::mutters:: Ook...

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the ship begins to move towards the Ittsopretty nebula at the same speed as last time...

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<End Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

